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In this paper the authors establish a one-to-one correspondence between the isomorphism 
classes of graphs whose structure spaces are r-regular partial planes and the isomorphism classes 
of  graphs which have no induced subgraphs isomorphic to an (r+ 1)-pointed star or to K 4 with 
a single line removed. Moreover the graphs whose structure space contains no 4-loops correspond 
to graphs with no 4-cycles as induced subgraphs. It is pointed out that these graphs give rise to 
orthomodular posets (or lattices in the case of no 4-loops) and hence are of much interest in the 
study of orthomodular structures and in particular of quantum logics. 
1. Introduction 
Due to their position as models for the logic of quantum mechanics, or- 
thomodular posets and lattices have been the object of considerable study since the 
1930's. These structures being inherently complicated, various avenues of attack 
have led to associating with orthomodular lattices different structures, such as the 
Baer*-semigroups [6] and the orthogonality spaces of the atoms [4, 8, 9], which are 
generally more tractible objects of study. 
In this paper the authors establish a one-to-one correspondence b tween two dif- 
ferent classes of graphs, making use of the concept of 'block graphs' or 'represen- 
tative graph'. Each graph in one of the classes of graphs, in turn, gives rise to an 
orthomodular poset (or lattice) known as the 'logic' of the graph. It is this latter 
connection which motivates this study. In particular it was desired to obtain a 
graphical description of certain orthomodular plane configurations in order to im- 
plement a computer search. The resulting class of graphs lend themselves to rather 
efficient algorithmic generation and manipulation. 
In Section 2 we present sufficient definitions and notation to make the exposition 
of that section self-contained, and then we proceed to establish the desired cor- 
respondence, which is summarized in the corollary to Theorem 2. We use 
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throughout the term 'partial plane', more for its convenience as an available term 
than for any geometric motivation. The relation to geometry we have in mind is to 
orthomodular geometry, and this relation is described briefly in the last section. In 
that section also, more is said about the structure theory of orthomodular lattices 
and how it relates to the present investigation. 
The authors wish to express their gratitude to the Office of Coordination of 
Graduate Studies and Research at the University of Puerto Rico for their assistance 
during this work, and also to Dr. Richard Greechie for his brief but stimulating stay 
as visiting professor at the University of Puerto Rico during the months of January 
of 1979. 
2. Main results 
We begin with a variety of terminology about graphs and spaces, choosing 
somewhat eclectically from among the notations of Harary [15], Berge [2], Greechie 
[10,13], and Schrag [16]. A graph G will be a pair (X, x) ,  where X is a set (not 
necessarily finite) and x a symmetric, antireflexive relation on X, called adjacency 
or orthogonality. A subgraph of G is a graph which consists of a subset of X and 
a subrelation of _1_. It is an induced subgraph if two elements are adjacent in the 
subgraph if and only if they are adjacent in G. A graph is said to be connected if 
for any two points x, y of the graph we can find a finite sequence of adjacent points, 
x0, x~, ...,xn, such that X=XoXX! XX2- J -  "'" IX  n =y. A connected component of a 
graph is a maximal connected induced subgraph. A clique (or x-set) of G = (X, x)  
is a subgraph (Y, x)  such that y_l_y' for all y~y '  in Y, while a maximal clique in 
G will be referred to as a block. An isomorphism of graphs, f :  (X, x)  --. (Y, x ') is 
a bijection f :  X~ Y such that xxx '  if and only if f (x )  x ' f (x ' ) .  
For any graph G = (X, X) we define its structure space (or orthogonality space) 
as the pair (X, ~), where ~={B:B  a block of G}. For any x in X we write 
~x = {B : B in ~", x in B}. Writing # ( . )  for 'cardinality of ' ,  we say that a structure 
space is r-regular in case # (B) = r for all B in 6'. (We will consider in this paper only 
finite r.) (X, ~") will be called a partialplane I (Dembowski, [51) if #(BN C)< 1 for 
all distinct pairs B, C in ~'. A space satisfies the Helly property if for any collection 
of blocks 
{Ba:a in I} c_~, such that B~NBb:gO 
for all a, b in I we have (']{B a :a in I} ~e0. Finally in a structure space (X, ~), a 
loop of length n (or an n-loop), for n a natural number_>3, is a sequence 
B1, xl, B2, Xz .. . . .  B n, xn, B, + l -- B1 in which x i is in B i and B i+ 1 for i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n, and 
all the xi's and Bi's are distinct except for B~+I =Bl .  
i The condition #(B)> 1 for all B in ~ is usually part of this definition, but for structure spaces, this 
only excludes isolated points. For ease of exposition, we adopt the broader definition here. 
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Central to the results of this paper is the association to a graph G = (X, _1_) with 
structure space (X, ~') the block graph, R(G),  also called the representative graph 
of the structure space and written R(X,  ~). This graph, R(G), is defined as the pair 
(E, $), where E = {eB : B in ~" } is a set in one-to-one correspondence with ~, and ad- 
jacency is given by e B $ ec if and only if B71 C4:0. We also think of the assignment 
R:G- - ,R (G)  as the bijection ~'--.E and write R(B)=e B. 
We are principally interested in r-regular partial planes and their representative 
graphs, and now proceed to present hree lemmas developing the properties of these 
objects. 
Lemma 1. A partial plane (X, ~ ) satisfies the Helly property, and in particular has 
no loops o f  length 3. I f (X ,  ~ ) is also r-regular, then B71Bi= {xi} fo r  blocks B, B i 
in ~'~, i= 1, 2 . . . . .  r+ 1 implies that xi = xj fo r  some 1 < i < j <_r + 1. 
Proof.  Suppose that {B a : a in I} c_ d' with B a 71B b ~ 0 for all a, b in I. Since (X, ~") 
is a partial plane, Ba71Bb= {Xab } for distinct blocks B a and Bb; thus i fB  a, B b, and 
B c are three distinct blocks of this family, we obtain a clique {Xab, Xac, Xb¢} in G. 
But then there must be a maximal clique, B in ~, containing these points, implying 
that either B=B a or that 1>__ #({Xab, Xac}); that is, xab=xac. Applying the same 
reasoning to B b and B c and recalling that the three original blocks are assumed to 
be distinct, we obtain Xab=Xac=Xbc. Therefore any three distinct blocks of the 
given family have exactly one point x in common, and it follows that A{Ba: a 
in I} = {x}, giving the Helly property. The argument just given clearly shows that 
there are no loops of length 3, while the second statement of the lemma follows 
directly from the fact that any block B has only r points. 
Lemma 2. Let G = (X, ±)  be a connected graph with at least two blocks and with 
structure space (X, ?;) which is a partial plane. Then there is a one-to-one cor- 
respondence between the points x o f  G with # (~x) > 1 and the maximal cliques o f  
R(G), given by x ~ R(~x). 
Proof. Write M x for R(~X) and let R(G) = (E, $). First we show M x is a maximal cli- 
que of R(G). It is a clique since eB, ec in M x implies that x in B rl c and hence that 
eB $ ec. To see that it is maximal, suppose there exists e o in E with eD $ e8 for all 
eB in M x. This just says that DOB~O for all B in 6'x. Since (X, ~) is a partial 
plane, it satisfies the Helly property by Lemma 1; therefore, using the hypothesis 
that # (~'X)> 1 and applying the Helly property to 6' x U {D} yields that D f3 A{B:B  
in 6'x} = {x}, and hence D in ~;x, or eo in M x. Thus M~ is maximal. 
Next we show that the correspondence x ~ M x is bijective. If  M is any maximal 
clique of R(G),  then for all en, e c in M, e8 $ ec and hence B71 C~:0. Therefore by 
the Helly property there exists x in ["]{B:eB in M}. By the hypothesis that G is 
connected and contains at least two blocks, M must contain at least two members, 
and therefore x is the unique point in this intersection (we are in a partial plane). 
Thus there exists a unique x with M- -M x, completing the proof. 
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Lemma 3. Let G = (X, ±) be a graph with structure space (X, ~ ). Then we have." 
(1) (X, g') is a partial plane i f  and only i f  G contains no induced subgraph isomor- 
phic to 
(F1) 
(2) I f  # (~;x) <- r for  all x in X and some natural number , then G contains no in- 
duced subgraph isomorphic to 
(F2)  
x 
A \ '  
R 0 
1 X 
1"÷1 
((F2) is known as an (r+ 1)-pointed star.) 
I f  (X, g) is a partial plane, then the converse is also true. 
(3) I f (X ,  ~" ) contains no loops o f  length 4, then G contains no induced subgraph 
isomorphic to 
(F3)  i i (a !_q_uare) 
I f  (X, ~ ) & a partial plane, the converse is also true. 
Proof.  (1) If  G contains (F1) as an induced subgraph, it contains two 3-cliques in- 
tersecting in exactly two points. Each of these 3-cliques must be contained in a max- 
imal clique, and the two maximal cliques are different since (F1) itself is not a clique. 
On the other hand these two blocks share two points and hence (X, ~') is not a par- 
tial plane. Conversely, suppose that (X, ~') is not a partial plane. Then there must 
exist distinct blocks B, C in # with at least two points, say x and y, in common. Since 
B and C are distinct blocks, B 13 C cannot be a clique, and there must be b in B, 
c in C with b ~ c. Clearly the subgraph induced by {x, y, b, c} is isomorphic to (FI). 
(2) If  G contains an (r+ 1)-pointed star with 'center' x and 'points' xl, x2 . . . . .  
x~+ 1 as induced subgraph, then the x i all belong to different blocks, so if B i is any 
block containing {x, xi}, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  r + 1, then these are r + 1 distinct blocks in dx, 
and #(dx)>r .  If, now, (X,~") is a partial plane and #(g;x)>r, then take 
B 1 . . . . .  B~+ l distinct blocks in ~'x and x i in B i any points distinct from x. Then xi not 
in Bj for i~ j ;  else B i and Bj would have two points in common. Moreover, x i£x j  
for i~ j ;  else there would be some block B, necessarily distinct from B i and Bj, con- 
taining {x, xi, xj}, contradicting that we have a partial plane. Therefore the 
subgraph induced by {x, xl, x 2 . . . . .  Xr+l} is an (r+ 1)-pointed star. 
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(3) It is immediate that the induced subgraph of type (F3) gives rise to a 4-loop 
in (X, ~'). If, on the other hand, (X, ~') is a partial plane containing a 4-loop 
B1, Xl . . . . .  B4, x4, B5 = BI, then B i 0 Bi+ 1 = {Xi} for i = 1, 2, 3, 4. As in the conclu- 
sion of the argument of part (2), we must have x 13Lx 3 and x2f.x 4, which says that 
the subgraph induced by {x l, x2, x3, x4} is a square, (F3). This concludes the proof 
of the lemma. 
Theorem 1. Let G=(X, ±) and G'=(X ' ,  ± ' )  be graphs whose structure spaces 
(X, ~; ) and (X', 6' ') are r-regular partial planes (r>_ 3), and suppose there exists an 
isomorphism (9 : R(G) --. R(G') of  their representative graphs. Then there exists an 
isomorphism Ol : G~ G' which induces (9 in the sense that R((91(B))= (9(R(B)) for 
all B in ~'. 
Proof. Let R(G)=(E, $) and R(G')=(E',  $'). As noted at the outset of this 
section, R is a bijection ~ -~ E and ~" ~ E '  with R(B) = es. By definition of R(- ), 
BN C¢0 iff R(B) is adjacent o R(C). Therefore, if Kc_ G is a connected com- 
ponent of G, and if ~(K)={B in ~':Bc_K} is the set of blocks of K, then 
R(~(K)) = {e B in E:B  c_ K} will be the points of a connected component of R(G). 
Likewise for R :~ '~E ' ,  and since the isomorphism O also takes components to 
components, it is clearly sufficient o construct (9~ under the hypothesis that G, and 
hence G', is connected. Moreover, G consists of a single block iff R(G) consists of 
a single point, and since (9 is an isomorphism, G'  also consists of a single block. 
Since G and G' are r-regular, #(G)= #(G ' )=r ,  and any bijection (91 between their 
points will be an isomorphism of graphs satisfying R((gl(B))=(9(R(B)) for B the 
sole block of G. 
We therefore assume G and G' to be connected and to contain at least two blocks. 
Now suppose x in X with #(~'x)> 1. By Lemma 2, R(~x) is a maximal clique of 
R(G), and thus so is O(R(~x)) of R(G'). Again by Lemma 2 there exists a unique 
x '  in X '  such that R(~'x,)=(9(R(~x) ). In this case we define (91(x)=x'. 
Let B be any block of G and B' the unique block of G' such that R(B')) = (9(R(B)). 
Define S(B)= {x:x in B and #(~'X)= 1}, and S(B') similarly. The elements of 
B \ S(B) are just those on which (91 has already been defined, and their images 
under (91 give exactly B' \S(B' ) ,  by construction. But #(B)= #(B ' )=r  by r- 
regularity, and hence #(S(B))= #(S(B')), and we extend (91 (non-uniquely) to 
S(B) as some bijection S(B) ~ S(B'). Having done this for all blocks B of G, we ob- 
tain a well-defined map (91:G ~ G' since, by their very definition, S(B)fq S(C)= 0 
for any distinct blocks B, C. The construction also guarantees that (91 maps blocks 
onto blocks in such a way that R((gI(B))=(9(R(B)) for all B in ~,'. In particular, (91 
is surjective on each block, so that the surjectivity of (9 implies that (91 is surjective. 
It is injective by construction, while the fact that it carries blocks onto blocks is 
equivalent o preserving and reflecting adjacency. Therefore (91 is the desired 
isomorphism of graphs. 
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Theorem 2. Let H=(Y ,  $) be a graph with structure space (Y, J ) ,  and let r be an 
integer >_ 3. Then (Y, S)  is a partial plane with # (Jy) <_ r for all y in Y if and only 
i f  H~ R(G) for some graph G whose structure space is an r-regular partial plane. 
In this case, ( Y, .Y) has no loops of  length 4 i f  and only i f  the structure space of 
G has no loops of  length 4. 
Proof. Each of the properties under discussion holds in a graph if and only if it 
holds in each connected component. We therefore may assume that H is connected. 
Also, if H consists of a single point, y, it is of course a partial plane with 
# (,Ty)= l, and it is also R(G) for any graph G which consists of a single block. 
Hence the theorem is seen to be true in this case, and we assume for the remainder 
of the proof that H has at least two points. 
First suppose that for a given H = (Y, $) there exists a graph G = (X, 2_) with struc- 
ture space (X, ~") which is an r-regular partial plane and such that H~-R(G). Since 
the properties to be established are preserved by graph isomorphisms, we may as 
well take H equal to R(G). Thus Y= {es:B in ~'} and e~ $ ec means Bt-)C~0. 
Since H is  connected with at least two points, G must be connected with at least two 
blocks, and applying Lemma 2 gives J=  {R(~'x) :x in X and #(d'x)> 1}. But 
#(R(~x)NR(~'x,))= #({eB:B in ~xCId'x,})= #({B:  {x,x '} __B})_< 1, since (X, ~) 
is a partial plane. This proves that (Y, ,~) is also a partial plane. For any y in Y, 
.Fy = {D : D in .~- and y in D}; hence if y = e8 and D in J is R(SX), then D in .Yy iff 
x in B. Since (X, 8') is r-regular, we have that #(.~y) = #({x in B: #(8'x)> 1})_< 
# (B)= r. This establishes the backward implication of the theorem. 
Next assume that (Y, J )  is a partial plane satisfying #( .~)<r  for all y in Y. In 
order to find a graph G with R(G)=Hwe first construct a new graph H '  =(Y', $') 
such that H is an induced subgraph of H ' .  Let Y' be the union of Y and r -  m new 
elements {(y, 1), (y, 2), . . . , (y, r -m)}  for eachy in  Ywith #( .~)=m<r.  Let $ 'be 
the union of $ and the new adjacencies y$'(y, i), i= 1, 2 ... . .  r -m,  for each y as 
above. For example (with r= 3): 
HZ 
H~ : 
If (Y', J ' )  is the structure space of H ' ,  we observe that # ( Jy ' )=r  for all y in Y 
by construction, while # (Jy,) = 1 for all y '  in Y' \ Y. H is the subgraph of H '  in- 
duced by Y since no new adjacencies were introduced among the points of Y, and 
therefore Jc_ S ' .  Since each new block contains exactly two points, (Y', .~-') is still 
a partial plane. (We remark here that if (Y, .~-) has no 4-loops, then these new blocks 
cannot produce any 4-loops in (Y', J ' ) . )  
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We now claim that if G =R(H'), then we have H.~R(G). Since Y, and hence Y', 
is connected and has more than one point by hypothesis, and since (Y', f )  is a par- 
_ /12 -  ! tial plane, Lemma 2 applies once again. Thus the map y-~My-R( Jy )  is a one-to- 
one correspondence b tween Y (which is just the points of Y' with #( : 'y )> l) and 
the maximal cliques of R(H') = G, and hence between Y and the set of points of 
R(G). But in R(G), R(My) is adjacent o R(M z) iff MyNMz:gO iff there exists a B 
in .~-' with y and z in B iff y $ z. Therefore this correspondence is an isomorphism 
of graphs, H-~ R(G). 
It remains to show that G has the desired properties. The argument in the first 
half of this proof established that for any connected graph with at least two blocks 
whose structure space is a partial plane, its representative graph also has a structure 
space which is a partial plane. Therefore G = R(H') has this property. Finally, G has 
an r-regular structure space iff each R(Jy) has r elements for all y in Y iff .~'y has 
r elements for all y in Y; but this was remarked to be the case earlier. 
To show the additional statement of the theorem, we note that all the spaces in- 
volved are partial planes and it is therefore asily seen that R carries 4-loops into 
induced subgraphs of type (F3). But by part (3) of Lemma 3, such a subgraph im- 
plies the presence of a 4-loop in the structure space, implying that R takes 4-loops 
to 4-loops. Also, by a remark in the second half of this proof, the presence of 
4-loops in (Y, Y)  is equivalent o the presence of 4-loops in (Y', .~'). Therefore, 
since H=R(G) and G=R(H'), we conclude that (Y, .Y) has a 4-loop if and only if 
the structure space of G has a 4-loop; a statement equivalent with the one to be 
shown. 
Corollary. The correspondence R :G ~ R(G) is, up to isomorphism of graphs, one- 
to-one from the class o fal l  graphs whose structure spaces are r-regular partial planes 
(respectively, with no 4-loops) onto the class o fa l l  graphs whose induced subgraphs 
are neither of type (F1) nor type (F2) (nor, respectively, type (F3)). 
Proof. That R maps onto (up to isomorphism) the given class of graphs follows 
from Theorem 2 and Lemma 3. That R is one-to-one (up to isomorphism) is the con- 
tent of Theorem 1. 
Conclusion 
We present here, after some preliminary definitions, a result due to Dacey which 
relates spaces with orthomodular posets. A poset, or partially ordered set, is a set 
P and relation < which is reflexive, transitive, and anti-symmetric. A poset is or- 
thocomplemented by a bijection ': P~ P which inverts the order relation, whose 
square is the identity, and which satisfies the properties that inf(a, a ' )=0 and 
sup(a, a ' )=  1. (Here, 0 and 1 are the universal lower and upper bounds, respective- 
ly.) Finally, an orthomodular poset is an orthocomplemented one which moreover 
satisfies 
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(i) sup(a, b) exists whenever a<_b', and 
(ii) the orthomodular identity: a<_ b ~ sup(a, inf(b, a')) exists and is equal to b. 
In an orthocomplemented poset, we further define two elements, x and y, to be or- 
thogonal if x<y' .  Given a graph (X, .1_) with structure space (X, ~'), we define for 
Mc_X, M 1 ={x in X:x_Lm for all m in M}, and M ±-L =(M±)  -L. The graph is 
called a Dacey graph, and its structure space a Daeey space if it satisfies: 
Bc_{x}J-U{y} ± fo rsomeblockB implies x_l_y. 
We can construct a poset from (X, #), called the (quasi)logic of (X, ~ ), and written 
L=L(X, ~'), as follows: The elements of L are {M ±" :M is a clique graph of G} 
and the relation is inclusion as subsets X. We consider, for convenience, 0 as a clique 
so that 0 in L; while for any block B, B ' '  =0  ± =X in L. Thus L is a bounded 
poset. Dacey's result is the following [4]: 
Let G=(X, ±) be a graph with structure space (X, ~): L(X,~) is an or- 
thocomplete orthomodular poset if and only if (X, ~) is a Dacey space. 
Schrag [16] points out that partial planes with # (B)_> 3 for all blocks B are Dacey 
spaces and hence they have orthomodular posets as their logics. Moreover, Greechie 
[9] proves a series of results which imply, in particular, that the logic of a partial 
plane with # (B) >__ 3 for all blocks B is an orthomodular lattice if and only if there 
are no loops of length 4. He has exploited this result, frequently using r-regular par- 
tial planes with r = 3 or 4, to construct a large number of examples of orthomodular 
lattices and posets exhibiting properties one would have hoped they could not have. 
In particular his examples [7, 9] destroyed earlier hopes for representing those or- 
thomodular lattices which are 'quantum logics' as sublattices of the lattice of projec- 
tion operators on a separable Hilbert space. (A quantum logic [12] is a pair (L, S) 
such that L is an orthomodular poset for which every countable set of mutually or- 
thogonal elements has a supremum; and S is a full set of states on L: functions : 
L--* [0, 1] satisfying S(suPiXi) = ~i  Xi for each countable family of mutually or- 
thogonal elements {xi}, and for which x<y ~ s(x)<_s(y) for all s in S.) The point 
that he made is that these structure spaces are easier to manipulate and visualize 
than the corresponding lattices, and he has made a start on a structure theory for 
orthomodular lattices through the complete classification of cubic orthomodular 
lattices: they are the logics of the 3-regular partial planes with no 4-loops ('wide 
cubic' structure spaces) [11]. It should be noted that already in height 4 the situation 
is not so simple. There are height 4 orthomodular lattices with all the blocks of the 
form 2 4 (4 atoms) which do not result from the 4-regular partial planes; the 
simplest such counterexample b ing given by the logic of the 4-regular Dacey graph 
below, whose structure space is not a partial plane. 
NN 
In summary, the characterization presented in this paper gives an interesting and 
computationally useful method to deal with a large and significant class of or- 
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thomodular posets and quantum logics. 2 As these objects have received much at- 
tention from physicists [1] and mathematicians, it is expected that this result will be 
a contribution to the continued effort at classifying them. 
There is a strong relationship between projective geometry and orthomodular lat- 
tices. In [10], Greechie presents the definition of a projective geometry as an ir- 
reducible complemented modular lattice of finite height. A projective plane is such 
a lattice of height three. An orthocomplementation on a lattice corresponds to a 
polarity on the plane with no absolute points. A (plane) configuration, from this 
point of view, is a finite lattice of height three. (We consider every line to have at 
least one point and every point to be in at least one line.) A configuration is or- 
thomodular if the lattice is. From the preceding results it is immediate that the or- 
thomodular configurations are in one-to-one correspondence with the finite 
3-regular partial planes which have no 4-loops, or with the class of finite graphs with 
no induced subgraph of type (F1), (F2) (with r= 3), or (F3). 
The present authors have been particularly interested in machine implementation 
of searches for certain orthomodular structures, and while the structure spaces are 
extremely useful for visualizing, they are not so readily adaptable to computer 
algorithms as are graphs. Checking the conditions of the corollary to Theorem 2 
turns out to give a relatively efficient search procedure. 
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